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Abstract. We prove the boundedness of the Cauchy singular integral oper
ator in modified weighted Sobolev lKW;' (r, p), Holder-Zygmund IKZ~(r, p), 
Bessel potential KIHI~ (r, p) and Besov lKB~,q (r, p) spaces under the assump
tion that the smoothness parameters m, /-i, s are large. The underlying contour 
r is piecewise smooth with angular points and even with cusps. We obtain 
Fredholm criteria and an index formula for singular integral equations with 
piecewise smooth coefficients and complex conjugation in these spaces pro
vided the underlying contour has angular points but no cusps. The Fredholm 
property and the index turn out to be independent of the integer parts of the 
smoothness parameters m, /-i, s. The results are applied to an oblique deriv
ative problem (the Poincare problem) in plane domains with angular points 
and peaks on the boundary. 

Introduction 

When considering a Cauchy singular integral equation with complex conjugation 

A () - () () b(t) J 'P(T)dT c(t) J 'P(T)dT - f( ) 
'P t = a t 'P t + 7ri ~ + 7ri T _ t - t, t E r (0.1) 

r r 

on a piecewise smooth contour r (see § 1 below) we are restricted in the choice of 
the spaces where we can solve equation (0.1). Namely, the operator A in equation 
(0.1) is not bounded in important spaces of smooth functions: in the usual weighted 
Sobolev W;,(r, p), Holder-Zygmund 21-Jr, p), Bessel potential JH[;(r, p) and Besov 
lB;,q(r, p) spaces for large values of the smoothness parameters m = 2,3, ... , JL > 1 
and lsi> 1 + lip. These spaces cannot be even defined properly (i.e., independently 
of the choice of a parametrization) if r has knots, such as angular points or cusps. 
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Even if f is sufficiently smooth and the spaces W;' (f, p), Z!' (f, p) etc. can 
be defined properly, the problem arises again when we take piecewise smooth 
coefficients a(t), b(t), c(t) with jumps at the knots (for conciseness we relate dis
continuity points to the knots of f as well). 

On the other hand, especially in applications and numerical analysis, it is 
important to establish additional smoothness properties for the solutions at least 
outside the knots when the right-hand side f is sufficiently smooth. 

We suggest the introduction of weighted spaces lKW;' (f, p), lKZ!' (f, p), 
lKlHI;(f,p), and lKJa;,q(f,p) with the help of "Fuchs"-derivatives 

O!p(t) 
73(t)Ot!p(t) := 73(t)~, where 73(t):= II (t - tj) 

tjETr 

(0.2) 

and Tr is the collection of knots of f, instead of the usual derivatives Ot!p(t) (see 
Lemmata 1.2,1.3, and 2.4). It turns out that the operator A in (0.1) with piecewise 
smooth coefficients a, b, c E lP'Cm (f, Tr) (and even with a, b, c E lKlP'Cm (f, Tr); see 
§ 1 for the definitions) is bounded in the modified spaces lKW;'(f, p), lKZ!'(f, p), 
lKlHI;(f, p), and lKJa;,q(f, p) provided the smoothness parameters m, /-l and s are 
sufficiently large (see Lemmata 1.2, 1.3, 2.4 and Theorem 3.1). Moreover, the 
operator defined by (0.1) has one and the same kernel and cokernel in the spaces 
lKW;(f, p), lKZj:i(f, p) and lKlHI~(f, p), lKJa~,q(f, p) whatever the integer parts of 
the smoothness parameters iii = 0, ... , m, ° < Ii :::; /-l, and 181 :::; s are (see 
Theorem 3.2 and Remarks 3.4, 3.5). 

The results on the Fredholm properties and also those on the boundedness of 
the operator A in the usual (non-modified) weighted Bessel potential and Besov 
spaces lHI;(f,p) and Ja;,q(f,p) for small s, lip - 1 < s < lip, when the mul
tiplication by piecewise continuous functions represents a bounded operator (see 
Theorem 2.3), are new. 

Although the space lKW;'(f, p) coincides with lKlHI;'(f, p) for any nonnegative 
integer m, we formulate the results for the modified Sobolev space lKW;'(f, p) 
because these spaces are more common in applications and the proofs are simpler. 

It is well known that the Bessel potential spaces are as natural in the the
ory of pseudodifferential operators as the Sobolev spaces are in the theory of 
partial differential operators. The norm in 1HI;(JR2 ) is especially simple for even 
s = 2m, m = 0, 1,2, ... : 

But in the theory of boundary value problems we cannot confine ourselves to the 
Bessel potential spaces since the traces of functions <I> E lHI~(n±) on the bound-

8-1. 
ary belong to the Besov spaces Jap,pP (f), provided the boundary f is sufficiently 
smooth and s > lip. 

The Besov spaces can be considered as the integral analogue of the Zygmund 
spaces. 


